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ABSTRACT
We present the results of flux calibration monitoring of the WFC3/IR G102 and G141
grisms. The analysis is based on observations of the flux standard stars GD71 and
GD153, which were taken during Servicing Mission Orbital Verification (SMOV) in 2009
and over the three cycles following SMOV (cal programs 11552, 11936, 12357, 12702)
through 2011 December. The IR grism flux calibrations for the +1 order spectra of point
sources are shown to have excellent temporal stability over WFC3’s ~3 years of
operation, with variations constrained to be less than 1%. Examination of the +1 order
spectra of GD71 taken at nine points covering the detector show that previous
calibration of the large-scale throughput flatten variations over the field-of-view to less
than 4%. These results revalidate the current WFC3/IR G102 and G141 sensitivity
functions and flat-field cubes for +1 order spectra in the STScI Calibration Database
System (CDBS).

Introduction
Flux calibration of the two WFC3/IR grisms, G102 and G141, which cover wavelengths
from 800-1150 nm and 1100-1700 nm respectively, was initially performed during
ground testing (Kuntschner et al. 2008a,b; Kuntschner et al. 2009), and then revised
based upon SMOV and Cycle 17 observations (Kuntschner et al. 2011). Since detectors
and optical systems suffer gradual degradation in sensitivity (for example from the
polymerization of contaminants on optical surfaces, or decline in detector charge transfer
efficiency from cosmic ray bombardment), regular monitoring of the flux calibration
must be performed. In this report, we present an analysis of Cycle 18 and 19 WFC3/IR
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grism observations of the HST primary flux standard GD71 (cal programs 12357, 12702)
to check for possible changes in the calibration. Since the analysis uses the current
CDBS sensitivity functions, the results reported here are also (implicitly) based on
observations of GD153, which were used to produce the flux calibration. This report
focuses on calibration stability of the +1 order spectrum; other orders will be considered
in subsquent work.

Observations
Data (or prior calibration results based upon data) from four separate programs are
considered in this analysis:
o in SMOV program 11552 (PI: Bushouse), observations of GD153 were taken with
each grism at three positions - one at the center of the field-of-view (FOV), and two
at opposite corners of the detector. The current WFC3/IR grism calibration and
reference files (version 2.0) are primarily based on these initial SMOV data
(Kuntschner et al. 2011).
o in programs 11936 (Cycle 17; PI: Bushouse) and 12357 (Cycle 18; PI: Bushouse), the
number of positions covered on the detector was increased to nine in order to better
constrain variations in the large-scale throughput over the FOV (see Figure 5).
However, GD71 was targeted in these programs instead of GD153, and it was
subsequently noted that a number of the observations suffered from spectral overlap
due to fainter stars neighboring GD71 (see Table 1 and Figure 1).
o in program 12702 (Cycle 19; PI: Lee), the primary target was therefore switched back
to GD153, which is a well-isolated object. In 12702, grism observations were taken
of GD153 at 16 positions. Observations of GD-71 were also taken at the center of the
FOV to enable consistency checks against results from previous cycles.
In all programs, grism observations at every position are preceded by direct images in
broadband filters which overlap the wavelength range covered by the grisms (i.e., F098M
and F105W for G102, and F140W and F160W for G141). Grism observations taken near
the center of the FOV consist of four sub-arcsec dithered exposures, while only a single
grism exposure is taken at the other positions.

Data Reduction
Observations of GD71 from calibration programs 11936, 12357, and 12702 were
retrieved from the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST)1. At the time of the
preparation of this report, 12702 data for GD153 were not yet available. Analysis of
these data will be included in the next WFC3/IR grism Instrument Science Report.
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All grism images from each program were first visually inspected to check for
contamination from nearby sources. We find that:
o the 1st order spectra in the 11936 observations for both grisms overlap +1st order
spectra from at least two neighboring fainter stars within a 3ʹ′ʹ′ width extraction box2
(Figure 1, top), and are clearly not suited for primary flux calibration. These data are
thus not considered further in the current analysis, although they were previously
used by Kuntschner et al. (2011) to derive a large-scale throughput correction
(incorporated into the v2 flat-field calibration).
o in the subsequent Cycle 18 12357 program, the grism data were taken at a different
orient angle, and this reduced the level of overlap (Figure 1, bottom). There is minor
contamination from one star in the G141 +1st order spectrum. There are also a
number of other spectra that fall within a larger 12ʹ′ʹ′ width box centered on the G102
and G141 1st order spectra (Figure 2), and this reduces the usefulness of the data for
deriving aperture corrections via a growth-of-curve type analysis.
o in the most recent Cycle 19 12702 program, the grism data were again taken at a
different orient angle, which eliminated overlap from other sources in a 3ʹ′ʹ′ width box
for both sets of G102 and G141 data. However, contamination in a 12ʹ′ʹ′ width box is
still an issue (Figure 2).
Table 1 summarizes this discussion, and indicates the various orient angles (via the
PA_V3 keyword value) at which the data were taken, and whether the 1st order GD71 is
contaminated within a 3ʹ′ʹ′ width box.
After this initial inspection, the pre-processed calwf3 12357 and 12702 “flt” images of
GD71 (Table 3) were fed through the aXe grism data reduction package (version 2.1).
aXe performs the requisite background subtraction, automated spectral extraction,
calibration, combination of multiple exposures (“drizzling”), and provides both 1dimensional spectra and 2-dimensional spectral images. The spectra are extracted in a
fixed direction perpendicular to the trace, and with widths between 3ʹ′ʹ′.69 and 4ʹ′ʹ′.18
(extrfwhm=10 drzfwhm=9).
Table 2 indicates the configuration files (providing trace and wavelength solutions), and
the flat-field and master sky files that were used in the reduction. As mentioned above,
the current flat-field calibration accounts for large-scale variations in the throughput,
using a relative correction to the v1 flat field based upon Cycle 17 11936 observations of
A 3ʹ′ʹ′ wide extraction box should contain ~98% of the flux, based on a curve-of-growth
analysis performed on GD153 (Kuntschner et al. 2011, Table 6). Less than ~0.5% of the
flux should be missing from an aperture which is 12ʹ′ʹ′ wide.
2
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GD71 at nine positions over the FOV (Kuntschner et al. 2008; 2011). The master sky
image has not changed from the one used in the previous grism calibration analysis
(Kummel et al. 2011).

Analysis
We examine the stability of the flux calibration of both G102 and G141 grisms, using the
Bohlin (2003) models of GD713. We first focus on the 1st order spectra taken near the
center of the FOV, which is an aXedrizzled combination of four sub-arcsec dithered
exposures. The final extraction apertures as given by the WIDTH parameter in the
aXeWFC3*.OAF files are between 3ʹ′ʹ′.69 and 4ʹ′ʹ′.18.
Figure 3 shows the results of the extraction, for both Cycle 18 and 19 observations of
GD71, and is analogous to the first figure presented in Kuntschner et al. (2011). The top
panel plots the spectra in units of e-/s. The middle panel plots the spectra in flux units,
which are calculated by applying the current v2 sensitivity functions based on SMOV
observations of GD153 (Table 2). Finally, the bottom panel shows the ratio (smoothed, in
a sliding 7 pixel window) of the observed, fluxed spectra, to the model spectra.
The validity of the v2 sensitivity functions is confirmed by the bottom panel of Figure 3.
The ratios of the observed-to-model fluxes are close to unity and have small dispersions
(less than about 1%), though the red end of the 12357 G141 spectrum shows a slight
systematic increase toward larger fluxes, which may be caused by uncorrected
contamination. Due to the relatively restricted extraction aperture, the observed spectra
yield fluxes that are low in comparison with those expected from the model. When the
average of the smoothed ratio is computed between wavelengths where the total
throughput is above 10% (804-1153 nm and 1081-1691; Kuntschner et al. 2011), its
value and standard deviation are 0.982 +/- 0.013 and 0.983 +/- 0.008 for G102 (Cy 18
and Cy 19 observations respectively), and 0.988 +/- 0.005 and 0.988 +/- 0.004 for G141.
However, the loss from the restricted aperture can be recovered to within 0.5% using the
corrections from Kuntschner et al. (2011), as demonstrated by the overplotted values of
the growth curve at an aperture width of 3ʹ′ʹ′.719. Thus, it is clear that WFC3/IR grism
flux calibrations for the +1 order have been temporally stable to better than 1% over the
nearly three years that the instrument has been in operation.
Next, we examine the GD71 +1 order spectra obtained at 8 off-center field positions from
the Cycle 18 12357 program. The reduction and extraction was performed as above,
except that only single exposures are taken at each position, and so only single exposures
3
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were aXedrizzled. The resulting spectra are thus more severely affected by bad pixels
and cosmic rays. This problem is addressed by clipping and interpolation of areas with
unrealistically suppressed count levels in the 1d spectra produced by aXe4. The results
are presented in Figure 4, where the +1 order spectra from the 8 off-center positions are
compared with the ones taken near the center of the FOV, as shown in the previous
figure. The average value and standard deviation of the observed-to-model ratios vary
over the FOV at the 2-4% level, from 0.981+/-0.025 to 1.007+/-0.023 for G102, and from
0.974+/-0.012 to 1.015+/-0.014 for G141.
The observed fluxes are aperture corrected to infinity, and the mean ratios for each of the
+1 order spectra are shown at their respective positions on the FoV in Figure 5. The
large-scale 5% decrease in throughput with increasing distance from the center, as
reported by Kuntschner et al. (2009a,b) has been corrected by a modification introduced
in the current version of the flat-field cubes. However, there may be a ~2% increase in
the measured G102 flux, from the left to right sides of the FoV, and systematic errors as a
function of position appear to be limited to this level. The large-scale grism throughput
corrections will be re-evaluated with a denser 16-point sampling of the FoV with
observations of GD153 in program 12702 scheduled at the end of Cycle 19.

Conclusions
In this report, WFC3/IR grism observations of GD71 in Cy 18 and 19 are analyzed to
monitor for changes in the current point source flux calibration for +1 order spectra based
on data taken in SMOV and Cy 17. No significant changes are found, and variations for
spectra taken near the center of the FOV are constrained to be less than 1%. Further,
observations of GD71 at nine points over the detector are consistent with the current
calibration of large-scale throughput variations over the FOV to within 4%. These results
confirm the validity of the v2 WFC3/IR G102 and G141 sensitivity functions and flatfield cubes for +1 order spectra in the STScI Calibration Database System (CDBS).
Future reports will re-evaluate the large-scale grism throughput corrections using a
denser sampling of the FoV; the spectral trace and its variation over the FOV; the
calibration of the non +1 orders; and aperture corrections for the +1 order.

These unrealistically suppressed count levels likely result from negative “holes” in the
image due to comic rays that are not flagged in the current calwf3 pipeline and are
present in the current flt files. A pipeline patch to address this issue is currently in
development.
4
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Figure 1: A number of faint stars are within 30ʹ′ʹ′ of GD71. The orientation of the images
is as usual, with north to the top and east to the left. In data obtained by previous
calibration programs (also see Table 1), the first order spectrum of GD71 (cyan box) is
sometimes contamined by the spectra of these neighboring stars, because of the orient
angle at which the observations were taken. For this reason, the current WFC3 IR grism
calibration and reference files (version 2.0) are based solely on observations of GD153.
The line on the direct images is drawn in a direction opposite of the dispersion to assist in
the visual identification of contaminating sources. The boxes drawn on the grism images
represent extraction apertures with width of ~4 arcsec.
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Figure 2: aXedrizzled 1st order G71 spectra from the most recent Cycle 19 WFC3/IR
grism calibration program 12702. The images are taken from the aXe generated “STP”
files where the width of the extraction box is ~12ʹ′ʹ′ (i.e., the entire frame shown), while
the cyan box corresponds to an extraction box with ~3ʹ′ʹ′ width (i.e., in which ~98% of the
light should be concentrated). Although there is no contamination of the spectra within
the 3ʹ′ʹ′ box, there are a number of spectra within the larger 12ʹ′ʹ′ aperture, which reduces
the usefulness of the data for deriving aperture corrections via growth-of-curve analyses.
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Figure 3: Testing of the current WFC3/IR “v2” flux calibration of +1 order spectra for
the G102 (dotted curves) and the G141 (solid curves) grisms. Spectra from both Cycle 18
12357 (black curves) and Cycle 19 12702 (red curves) are presented. The top panel
shows the aXe extracted 1-dimensional spectra of the standard star G71, based on four
slightly dithered observations taken at the center of the FOV which have been
aXedrizzled together. The middle panel plots the spectra in flux units, which are
calculated by applying the current v2 sensitivity functions based on SMOV observations
of GD153. The bottom panel shows the ratio of the observed flux to the model spectrum.
The blue crosses indicate the value of the growth curve for an extraction aperture size
consistent with the one used in our reductions (between 3ʹ′ʹ′.69 and 4ʹ′ʹ′.18)
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Figure 4: Same as Figure 3, but with spectra of GD71 taken at 8 off-center positions
(from Cycle 18 12357 observations, see Figure 5) overplotted.
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Figure 5: A schematic diagram of the WFC3 field-of-view showing the locations of the
+1st order GD71 spectra taken in Cycle 18 12357 observations (blue), along with the
mean ratio of the observed-to-model flux for each spectrum, after aperture correcting the
observed fluxes to infinity. The top (bottom) number at each location gives the ratio for
the G102 (G141) spectra. The FoV will be more densely sampled by Cycle 19 12702
observations of GD153, as indicated in cyan.
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Cal Program ID

Grism

PA_V3

Contaminated?

11936 (Cy17)

G102

90.8, 274.5

Y

11936

G141

89.2, 275.2

Y

12357 (Cy18)

G102

235.0

N

12357

G141

209.6

Y

12702 (Cy19)

G102

235.0

N

12702

G141

235.0

N

Table 1: A listing of previous WFC3/IR calibration programs that include grism
observations of GD71. The PA_V3 header keyword value, along with a column
indicating whether the first order spectrum was contaminated, is given.

File Name
WFC3.IR.G*.V2.0.conf
WFC3.IR.G*.flat.2.fits
WFC3.IR.G*.sky.V1.0.fits
WFC3.IR.G*.0th.sens.1.fits
WFC3.IR.G*.1st.sens.2.fits
WFC3.IR.G*.2nd.sens.2.fits
WFC3.IR.G*.3rd.sens.2.fits
WFC3.IR.G*.m1st.sens.2.fits
v5r1512fi_idc.fits

Description
configuration file
flat-field cube
master sky image
0th order sensitivity function
+1st order sensitivity function
+2nd order sensitivity function
+3rd order sensitivity function
−1st order sensitivity function
geometric distortion correction (IDCTAB)

Table 2: A listing of calibration files used with the aXe package to process the data used
in this analysis.
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12357
G102

12702
F105W

G102

F105W

iblf01ciq_flt.fits iblf01chq_flt.fits

ibwq02jnq_flt.fits ibwq02jmq_flt.fits

iblf01cjq_flt.fits iblf01chq_flt.fits

ibwq02joq_flt.fits ibwq02jmq_flt.fits

iblf01ckq_flt.fits iblf01chq_flt.fits

ibwq02jpq_flt.fits ibwq02jmq_flt.fits

iblf01clq_flt.fits iblf01chq_flt.fits

ibwq02jqq_flt.fits ibwq02jmq_flt.fits

iblf01cpq_flt.fits iblf01coq_flt.fits

G141

iblf01csq_flt.fits iblf01crq_flt.fits

ibwq02juq_flt.fits ibwq02jsq_flt.fits

iblf01cvq_flt.fits iblf01cuq_flt.fits

ibwq02jvq_flt.fits ibwq02jsq_flt.fits

iblf01czq_flt.fits iblf01cyq_flt.fits

ibwq02jwq_flt.fits ibwq02jsq_flt.fits

iblf01d2q_flt.fits iblf01d1q_flt.fits

ibwq02jxq_flt.fits ibwq02jsq_flt.fits

F140W

iblf01d5q_flt.fits iblf01d4q_flt.fits
iblf01d9q_flt.fits iblf01d8q_flt.fits
iblf01dcq_flt.fits iblf01dbq_flt.fits
G141

F140W

iblf02bxq_flt.fits iblf02bvq_flt.fits
iblf02byq_flt.fits iblf02bvq_flt.fits
iblf02bzq_flt.fits iblf02bvq_flt.fits
iblf02c0q_flt.fits iblf02bvq_flt.fits
iblf02c7q_flt.fits iblf02c5q_flt.fits
iblf02caq_flt.fits iblf02c8q_flt.fits
iblf02ceq_flt.fits iblf02ccq_flt.fits
iblf02ciq_flt.fits iblf02cgq_flt.fits
iblf02cpq_flt.fits iblf02cnq_flt.fits
iblf02csq_flt.fits iblf02cqq_flt.fits
iblf02cwq_flt.fits iblf02cuq_flt.fits
iblf02d0q_flt.fits iblf02cyq_flt.fits

Table 3: A listing of files from calibration programs 12357 and 12702 used in this
analysis.
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